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Competitive Insights: Old versus New

Provide competitive intelligence 

to marketing and sales

Centralized in marketing
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A Framework for Developing the Modern Compete Insights Organization

What content is relevant for which stakeholder?

What content do we develop?

How do we deliver our value?

Who are our stakeholders? 
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Competitive Insights: Old versus New

Deliver insights via digital innovation across 

the entire organization to support better 

decision making, enhance brand reputation and 

drive revenue generation 

“Insights Network:” Marketing, Sales 

(non-QC,) Communications/AR, 

Corporate Strategy
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Powering the Insights Network: Cloud Machine Learning/Analytics Tools

• Traditional methodologies & deliverables

• ‘Snapshots’ representing a point in time

• Traditional lead times

• Industry standard cost structure

• Industry standard consumption

Slow Data Fast Data

• On-demand tools and flexible deliverables

• Flexible time periods, new sources

• “Fast:” time to develop, time to value

• Run-rate cost structure

• New capabilities facing change management
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Working with Fast Data Partners



What content do we develop?
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Validating the Approach
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What Top Priorities are driving the CHRO conversation?  

CMI Crystal Ball analyzed 164 articles (1H18) related to top priorities for CHROs. Below are the key findings:

Source: Global news coverage between January and June 20 2018. 

Based on a search for CHRO and HR VP Goals, Objectives and Priorities

Digital transformation as a disruptor to the HR 

Leader role necessitates embedding ‘digital’ 

into leadership competencies and processes   

- 21% share of narrative

Inclusion and equality issues are a 

long-term priority demanding cultural 

alignment and specialized leadership 

skill sets - 17% share of narrativeHR leaders will be expected to 

streamline HR investments and 

partner with other LOB leaders 

to drive their people-visions  -

17% share of narrative

Aligning the employee experience to 

perpetual change management begins by 

reinventing the onboarding process - 10%

share of narrative

Hiring and maintaining a satisfied 

workforce, including an active hand in 

helping millennials mature, requires 

reinventing the employee experience with 

an eye towards recognizing how social 

media has create an expectation of instant 

gratification - 9% share of narrative

Tying HR to Innovation is critical to maintaining HR as a Board 

function. As employees look for fulfilling experiences as much as 

compensation, the ability to use technology to retain top talent will 

be critical  - 26% share of narrative
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What are the most attractive features in an ERP System 

solution? (May 2018-June 2019, top five)

Source: G2 Crowd ERP Systems Reviews, July 2017-2018, responses to ‘What did you like best?’

Content visualization map of 463 ‘Likes’ created with 

machine learning

Feature
share/ 

narrative 

12%

10%

11%

10%

10%

Top

5

Ability to integrate with CRM, particularly 

Salesforce

Ability to integrate external 

systems like order mgmt

Ability to customize system via 

modules

Preference for Inclusive end to end suite

Strong core financials out-of-

the-box

https://www.g2crowd.com/categories/erp-systems


What content is relevant for which stakeholder?
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What are the most attractive features in an ERP System 

solution? (Netsuite)

Source: G2 Crowd ERP Systems Reviews, July 2017-2018, responses to ‘What did you like best?’
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end to end suite

Ability to integrate with
CRM

Ability to customize
system
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Strong core financials
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Easily/quickly run reports

Netsuite Category

https://www.g2crowd.com/categories/erp-systems
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Customer Quotes 

Mind of the Customer: Cloud ERP

Source: SAP CMI Global Customer Win Loss Program: SAP Market Model 2019, Gartner Peer Insights Product Reviews, Cloud Core Financials; 

*Microsoft Dynamics 365, **Oracle Cloud ERP  Gartner Peer Insights Reviews, 2019

Cloud ERP suites make ERP more relevant to managers across the business. Modern data management and 

access from multiple endpoints are a strong value to midmarket and net new customers. 

“[Positive comment:] A Cloud service 

system [is] useful for integrating data 

management in real time in the company, 

producing much better productivity.”                                                       
(S/4 customer, Gartner Peer Insights, 2019)

19%

17%

15% 15%

Product
functionality

and
performance

Strong
services
expertise

Product
roadmap and
future vision

Overall cost

Total Responses (1,888)

Top Purchase Decision Drivers*Reviews by Role**

“Ours is a service company and MS 

Dynamics helps us in keeping track of 

service requisitions. It is easy to adapt and 

Dynamics can be accessed from different 

devices.”                                                         
(MSFT Dynamics 365 customer, Gartner Peer Insights, 2019)
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Test-and-Learn Unique Selling Points with Social Analytics

Objective: To provide LoB Marketing with competitive insights on a series of designated USPs and their highest 

valued key words, approved by LoB leaders.  CMI provided quantitative and qualitative insight into the efficacy of 

each USP based on competitor published content volume and rate of customer interaction.  This exercise will 

analyze the Digital Core USP, and is focused on the following competitors:  Oracle Cloud, Microsoft Dynamics 

365, and Oracle Netsuite. 

• Tagging Taxonomy / Terms and Definitions 

• USP Messaging Pre-Test

• Volume by keyword

• Interaction by keyword

• Messaging Execution Strategies 

• Volume by channel

• Interaction by channel

• Top performing assets

• CMI Perspective
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Digital Core – Overall Key Word Analysis 

USP Messaging Pre-Test

Each identified key word was analyzed to determine share of volume and overall interaction across all Digital Core USPs.  Below is an overview the findings:

• Volume - ‘Customer Experience’ dominated all Digital Core key words representing 94% of all competitive published volume across all social channels (2019 YTD) 

• Interaction – ‘Industry Specific’ outperformed all other key words representing 63% of all competitor-related social interactions.  ‘New Business Models’ (19%) and ‘Customer 

Experience’ (13%) also experienced traction.

• Overall – Competitors are overleveraging Customer Experience and under-utilizing the other keywords. Customers really want to engage with Industry-specific, New Business Models 

and then Customer-specific. Real-time insights and Legacy ERP are the least-interesting.
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Customer Experience content was heavily 

dominated by customer events, reference 

stories, thought leadership interviews, and  

industry use cases.

Volume; published content Interaction; audience engagement
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The SAP DC USP should focus on 

Industry-specific expertise, ability to 

develop new business models and 

customer engagement. Messages 

solely associated with Legacy ERP 

and Real-time insights will fail. These 

should be secondary.

*Note – Data set excludes SAP content
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Digital Core – Vendor Key Word Analysis (Interaction)
Interaction Summary by Vendor

Each identified key word was analyzed by vendor to determine share of interaction across all Digital Core USPs.  Below is an overview the findings:

• Oracle – Strong interaction across key words with ‘Industry Specific’ (62%) leading the way; inverse to the volume representation at 1%

• MSFT – Similar to volume (93%), ‘Customer Experience’ (89%) dominates interaction across all key words; most optimized volume vs. interaction ratio of all vendors

• Oracle Netsuite – The most representative interactions of all vendors.  ‘Industry Specific’ (49%) leads all interactive terms; this drove the overall interactive metric for all vendors with the ‘Industry Specific’ key word.

• SAP – Unlike any other vendor in the analysis, ‘Intelligent ERP’ led customer interaction at 67%.  This messaging resonates with customers and should be leveraged more from a volume perspective.
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• SAP is heavily focused on Customer Experience messaging, yet 

Intelligent ERP messaging is resonating best with customers

• SAP can do a much better job articulating an industry specific message 

as audiences are asking: how will DC fit with my specific needs?

• The SAP DC USP should focus on our Industry-specific expertise, 

and ability to help customers develop new business models 

through their customer engagement. 

• Messages solely associated with Legacy ERP and Real-time 

insights will fail. These should be secondary.

CMI Perspective: Competitor DC Messaging

• Mis-reading the audience: Oracle wants DC customers to focus 

on customer experience, but audiences react mostly to industry 

specific and new business models 

• Across competitors, Microsoft has the best engagement with Customer 

Experience, validating their strategy to lead with this keyword

• However, their lack of volume and engagement with other keywords 

places them at a messaging disadvantage with Netsuite

• Best mix of published content that received a (generally) good mix 

of engagement

• Real-time insights emphasis not resonating with audiences, but a 

secondary message around legacy ERP does resonate



How do we deliver our value?
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How We Deliver Our Value

A self-service knowledge management and sales enablement 

platform for latest CMI and analyst competitive content, market 

insights, and alerts published as well as other lines of business. 

For questions about analyst content availability or general 

analyst-related inquires, please contact our in-box.
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How We Deliver Our Value (part 2)
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What have we learned about using analytics (so far)?

Analytics creates efficiency and new use cases, but does 

not replace human analysis

Fast data analytics must be part of a larger 

stakeholder engagement strategy

Delivering value is as much about packaging as it is about 

the insights themselves

Fast data analytics can generate highly relevant 

insights and create new value for stakeholders
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